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Abstract: By means of a transient transonic helium jet generated by a convergent-divergent conical nozzle, a
unique biolistic method of accelerating microparticle formulations of DNA vaccines or drugs to penetrate the
outer layer of human skin or mucosal tissue to elicit an physiological response for the treatment of a range of
diseases.  In  this  paper,  Computational Fluid Dynamics is  utilized  to  predict  the  performance  of  a
prototype biolistics delivery system. Simulated pressure histories, Mach number distributions and two-
dimensional flow structures agree well with the corresponding experimental measurements. It is demonstrated
that the shock waves and shock/boundary layer interactions are accurately captured with the present numerical
approach.
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INTRODUCTION converging-diverging nozzle with a specially formulated

Human skin consists of an epidermis of columnar effectiveness with a minim health risk. For instance,
epithelium and a dermis of fibrous connective tissue. The particle-mediated DNA immunization to the skin requires
keratinised epidermal cells with their tight conjunction 0.4–4% the DNA required for intra-muscular injection. In
form the stratum corneum that prevents molecules more addition, the approach is needle-free, pain-free and
than nominal filter rating of 500 Da to penetrate. The applicable to a wide range of pharmaceuticals.
underlying viable epidermis, with its dense network of The gas and particle dynamics of prototype devices
antigen-presenting cells (Langerhans cells) and relative
lack of sensory nerve endings, has long been recognized
as a safe and effective target tissue for vaccination . The[1]

most common administration for human vaccines injection
is the intramuscular vaccine injection, despite its
inconsequential function in the induction of subsequent
immune responses. In contrast, skin, a potent
immunological induction site, is rarely used for
vaccination because of its poor accessibility by needle
and its poor permeability to topically applied vaccines. 

To this end, a needle-free biolistic system for DNA
vaccine delivery, called PowderJect, has been developed
at University of Oxford and PowderJect Pharmaceuticals
plc. (acquired by Chiron Vaccines) . This new[2-8]

technology provides unique capability of effectively
delivering microparicle formulations of DNA vaccines or
drugs to the viable epidermis of skin. The underlying
principle of the system is to accelerate the micro-particles
to appropriate momentum by a transient transonic gas
flow in order to penetrate the outer layer of the skin to
achieve a pharmacological effect.  

The PowderJect system is the combination of a 

powdered medicine. A key advantage is enhanced

are explored experimentally and analytically . These[3-5]

analyses and measurements provide a useful, but
incomplete indication of important flow aspects, such as
the starting process and the impingent region above the
target surface. The difficulties associated with
experiments are the short test time available and the
relative small space for instrumentation. Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations can help resolve the
above issues, because they do not have test time or
experimental restrictions. Thus CFD can serve as a
powerful method for complementing experimental work.

In this paper, we computationally explore the
performance of one of experimental delivery system. After
a brief description of prototype PowderJect biolistic
system in Section 2, we present CFD methodology of
choice in Section 3. The gas flow is analyzed by solving
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. In
Section 4, we will conduct the numerical investigations.
Comparison is made with the published pressure histories,
Mach number profiles and Schileren images. In addition
new insights into the nozzle starting process and the
over-expanded nozzle flow pattern are revealed. Finally,
Section 5 summarizes the main results.
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Fig. 1: A commercially–viable hand-held bolistics system.

Fig. 2: Configuration of prototype biolistics system.

Description of PowderJect Biolistic System: A schematic In contrast to the clinical biolistic system (shown in
of a commercially viable, hand-held PowderJect system, Figure 1), the prototype device uses a valved gas canister
configured for clinical use, is shown in the Figure 1. The instead of micro-cylinder. The effects of micro-cylinder in
medical-grade compressed helium gas is stored in the the driver and silencer configurations are not considered
micro-cylinder, typically at a pressure of tens of in these prototype experiments.  Prior to operation, the
atmospheres. When the device is activated, the released gas canister is filled with helium gas to a pressure of
helium gas ruptures diaphragms of the cassette (storing about 6 MPa and a polycarbonate diaphragm of 20 µm
powder DNA vaccines or drugs), generating a shock thickness. The rupture pressure is experimentally
wave, propagating down a converging-divergent nozzle. determined about 2 MPa.
This shock initiates an unsteady gas flow, as in a classical
shock tube theory with consideration of area change . MATERIALS AND METHODS[9,10]

Later, a sustained bulk flow of gas from the cylinder is
established. In the course of these processes, particles are Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is an integral
entrained in the gas flow and accelerate through the part of the design and analysis of the PowderJect biolistic
nozzle to the skin target. As the gas-particle flow impinges system. We implement CFD methodology to simulate the
on the skin target, gas is deflected away and exhausted operation of the prototype illustrated in Figure 2, to gain
through the vented silencer. The particles, with their a more complete understanding of the flow physics and
higher inertia, breach the stratum corneum, thereby better explain the experimental observations.
targeting specific cells of interest in the viable epidermis.  

In this study we concentrate on the CFD prediction Mathematical model and numerical solver: In the present
of a prototype PowderJect biolistic device, illustrated numerical investigation, the time-dependent two-
schematically in Figure 2. This configuration was dimensional axisymmetric Reynolds Averaged Navier-
experimentally investigated with a wealth of pressure Stokes (RANS) equations are solved with CFD package
measurements and PIV, DGV images. Fluent .   The   mass  fraction  of  species  is  predicted[12]
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Fig. 3: Illustrative diagram of computational domain and boundary conditions.

through the solution of additional transport equation. The is included when the averaged pressure in the canister
standard k-g turbulence model, in conjunction with the reaches the diaphragm rupture pressure of approximate
wall function, is adopted for its robustness, economy and 1950 kPa.
reasonable accuracy. Atmospheric pressure is specified at the outlet

A coupled explicit solver is selected in order to boundary for subsonic flow. The wall temperature is
capture the main features of the unsteady motion of the assumed to be constant during operation, with a non-slip
shock wave process. The solution of multi-species gas condition. The non-reflected boundary condition is set for
phase is obtained by numerically solving the RANS the far-field boundary.  
equations, together with turbulence model, and species
transport equation. The convective flux is discretized by Computational grid: The computational domain (shown
an upwind Roe’s FDS (Flux Difference Splitter) method. in Figure 3) has been extended to be 40D x 20D (D,
The quantities at cell faces are computed using a diameter of the nozzle throat) axisymmetrically. The grid
multidimensional linear reconstruction approach, in which has 22140 cells with 250 points along the axis direction
higher-order accuracy can be achieved at cell faces and 61 points in the radial direction inside the nozzle. The
through a Taylor series expansion of the cell-centered mesh is concentrated near the wall for a better boundary
solution about the cell centroid. The viscous term is layer resolution, with the first adjacent cells being 10.6 µm
evaluated by central differencing. Time integration is away from the wall. The enlarged mesh near the nozzle
explicitly performed. A multi-stage (Runge-Kutta) time wall is shown in Figure 3. 
stepping algorithm is employed to achieve the desired In order to evaluate the sensitivity to discretization
temporal accuracy. An overall second order accuracy is errors, the calculation is carried out with a refined
satisfied both spatially and temporally. computational grid with 88560 cells (which corresponds to

The numerical approach used here has been an increase in the number of cells of four times) and a
validated with studies of a number of similar shock-tube third order scheme for temporal discretization. The results
based PowderJect biolistic systems . are also identical to that on the coarse grid. Therefore, the[6-8,11]

Initial and boundary conditions: In Figure 3, the complete transient supersonic flow studies.  
computational domain for the prototype device is
presented together with the locations where the boundary RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
conditions are specified. The diaphragm within the
cassette initially separates high-pressure driver gas In order to validate the proposed computational
(mixture of helium and air) and driven gas (air) at method, we compare the calculated and measured
atmospheric pressure. The inlet flow to the canister pressure histories at the locations within the prototype
through an orifice on the driver endwall before diaphragm device. The onset of diaphragm rupture is set as the time
rupture is pre-simulated. The downstream nozzle section of zero. In Figure 4a the pressure histories in the canister

influence of the discretization error is negligible for the
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(a)  Locations at P and P1  2

Fig. 4(a): Comparison of pressure histories, measurement taken from Kendall .[4]

(b)  Locations at P5

Fig. 4(b): Comparison of pressure histories, measurement taken from Kendall .[4]

(P ) and rupture chamber (P ) are plotted. CFD pressure primarily due to a slow effective response time as a slowly1     2

histories are calculated in two stages: the filling of the moving wave traverses the sensing surface of the PCB
chamber prior to diaphragm rupture; and the generated P  gauge.  The sensing element diameter is 5 mm, whereas
flow after diaphragm rupture. Also, the experimental shot- the Kulite P -P  the sensing elements are less than 2 mm
to-shot variation in diaphragm rupture pressure is in diameter. However, generally the simulated solution is
illustrated  in  Figure  4a,  with  a  sample  of  4 shots in good agreement with the experimental data. 
(1850-2500 kPa). In the CFD calculations, a rupture Importantly, the main features of a nozzle starting
pressure of 1950 kPa is assumed.  Figures 4b show process, including the formulation of the primary shock,
selected measured and calculated pressure traces at the unsteady expansion, secondary shock, followed by a
respective nozzle locations P .  quasi-steady supersonic flow, finally a shock processed5

A closer examination of the rupture chamber pressure flow, are accurately captured in the CFD calculations.
histories, P , we find the calculated reflection wave at the Figure 5 compares CFD predicted Mach number2

time of 70 µs approximately is greater in magnitude and profile with the measured Mach number, obtained from
steeper in gradient than experiment.  This discrepancy is the pressure traces.  The experimental Mach number 
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Fig. 5: Calculated and experimental derived Mach number histories.

(a)  Contour plot of Mach number 

Fig. 6(a): Flowfield of free jet at time of 354 µs after diaphragm ruptures.

(b)  Velocity vector and contour plot

Fig. 6(b): Flowfield of free jet at time of 354 µs after diaphragm ruptures.

history at the nozzle exit is obtained from the Pitot probe number range is about 1-2 and is highly oscillatory.  In
at location P  and static pressure transducer at location contrast, the CFD generated exit Mach number history ispitot

P  measurements using the Rayleigh-Pitot expression. less oscillatory, leveling at a Mach number of 2. These10

The experimental measured Pitot pressure exhibit quite Mach numbers are considerably lower than a correctly
oscillations  (not shown here). This is largely due to expanded nozzle with this area. 
sensitivity of the probe in the supersonic flow, which is The good agreement between CFD and experiment
not considered in CFD simulations. Not surprisingly, the allows utility of the CFD to obtain further insights into
qualitative Pitot pressure observations are reflected in the gas flow difficult to obtain by experiment.  As one
Mach number history. The experimental exit-plane Mach example, Figure 6 illustrates the two-dimensional flowfield,
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(a)Contour plot of velocity

Fig. 7(a): Flowfield impacted with the rigid target at time of 354 µs after diaphragm ruptures.

(b)Velocity vector (coloured by axial velocity)

Fig. 7(b): Flowfield impacted with the rigid target at time of 354 µs after diaphragm ruptures.

in the form of Mach number, velocity vector and velocity order to gain new insights into the behaviours of the
contours at 354 µs after diaphragm rupture. The structure converging-diverging supersonic nozzles of prototype
of oblique shocks and their reflections can be identified in PowderJect biolistic system, used to accelerate DNA
Figures 6a and 6b. The oblique shock interacts with the vaccines in micro-particle form to impart the human skin.
boundary layer and flow results in an evident separation Fluent is utilized to simulate the transient gas flow by a
bubble from the nozzle wall. The oblique shock waves and coupled explicit solver. An overall second order scheme
resultant separation, magnified in Figure 7b, lead to is employed spatially and temporally.
significant non-uniformities in the gas flow.  Simulated pressure histories and Mach number

In DNA vaccine delivery, we are more concerned distributions agree well with the corresponding reported
with the behaviour of gas-particles impinging with the static and Pitot pressure measurements. Comparison with
skin target, which is one of crucial aspects in the Schlieren photographs and pressure histories indicate
Powderject biolistic delivery system. These flow features that the shock waves and shock/boundary layer
are detailed in Figures 7a and 7b, showing the calculated interactions are accurately captured with a numerical
results of the gas flow interacted with target at 354 µs approach. These calculations have been used to further
after diaphragm rupture. As a result, the structure of explore the gas flow field, with an emphasis on the nozzle
oblique shocks and their interactions with boundary layer starting process. The supersonic jet interacted with the
inside the nozzle are apparently affected, with an even target is also simulated to gain the impact information.
larger separation zone away from the nozzle wall, as The quasi-steady supersonic flow regime has been
indicated from velocity vectors in Figure 8b. accordingly determined. 

Conclusions: A CFD approach has been implemented in
This research has been extended to new PowderJect

biolisitic system design, based upon contoured shock
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tube concept. They can deliver particles with a narrow 6. Liu, Y., M.A.F. Kendall, N.K. Truong and B.J.
and more controllable velocity and spatial distribution. Bellhouse, 2002. Numerical and experimental analysis
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